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Fletching guide osrs theoatrix
[OSRS] 궁극적 인 1-99 플레칭 가이드 (수익성 및 빠른 방법)101 OSRSTheoatrix의 1-99 원거리 가이드 (OSRS)[OSRS] 궁극적 인 1-99 제작 가이드 (가장 저렴하고 빠른 방법) 모든 OSRS 계정에 대한 필수 퀘스트 는 OSRS에서 필수적이지 않은 거래 할 수없는 10srs에 대한 F2P에서해야 할 일 99 매직 트레이닝 가이드 (OSRS)테오아트릭스의 1-99 전투 훈련 가이드 (OSRS)에
대한 절반 가격 99기도 (ensouled 머리보다 저렴) OSRS에서 좋은 XP 보상과 OSRS퀘스트에서 가장 빠른 99S OSRS중요 게임 팁 및 OSRS에 대한 트릭 (EP9) 일반 볼트 팁오프 볼트 (브론즈) 로드 ...+48,000 XPL OSB)MAX XP/HOURPEARL 볼트(아이언)로딩...+96,000 XPTOPAZ 볼트(실버)로딩...+110,000 XPSAPPHIRE 볼트(미스릴)로딩...+112,500 XPEMERALD 볼트
(미스릴)로딩...+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트(150,000 XPRUBY 볼트)[150,000XPRUBY 볼트][150,000 XPRUBY 볼트][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트)[150,000][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트][+150,000 XPRUBY 볼트)][150,000][1][150,000][150][150,000][ 0 XPDIAMOND 볼트 (단호한) 로딩 ...+195,000
XPDRAGONSTONE 볼트 (RUNE)로딩 ...+230,000 XPONYX 볼트 (RUNE)로딩 ...+260,000 XPAMETHYST (Broad) Loading ...+295,000 XP Fletchering Darts should be the fastest way to get 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 old ways. Flitching speeds up when you reach level 37 fletching, and it's not really difficult. It will take about an hours to get to it. From there you unlock the
steel dart, and it only takes 20 minutes at level 37-52, it will cost you about 400 000 cash. With steel darts, you get an average of about 300 000 fletcher XP per hour. For those who don't know, darts is literally too fast because it's the deciding of how you get XP. You simply have to click on each task and spam, you will get more XP, click faster. So, with a lot
of focus you'll get a lot of XP per hour. But, more realistically, you'll probably get about 550 000 XP per hour because you will want to rest, and you won't be fully focused for the entire time. Getting a form level 52-67 with Misril Dart will take you about 45 minutes, which is not time at all. Rune darts are so expensive, I would regard them as one of the
unreasonable ways. So, instead, all the way to level 67 level 95 fletching, resolute darts is the way to go on XP very fast. It's going to cost you 42 000 000 to get to 95, but you'll be getting about 750 000 XP per hour, and I'm considering some breaks in between. If you have spam clicks for a few hours, you can get about 1 100 000 to 1 200 000 XP per hour.
However, judging by the average of 750 000 XP per hour, it will take about 9-10 hours to get form level 67-95 Fletching. Unlock dragon darts in level 95 and at 95-99, it's going to cost you about 50 000 000, which sort of So, for an affordable alternative, stay with resolute darts. But, for the fastest XP per hour, you will get about 2 000 000 XP per hour doing
Dragon Darts. But, it's usually about 1 000 000 XP because you'll probably be taking a break, unless you want to get carpal tunnel syndrome. So, all in all, you can get from level 37 to level 99 and flecking only 15 hours, which is probably the fastest and most practical level you can get at Old School Runescape 99. What's going on guys! My name is
Theoatrix, and today I'm presenting you guys with a fletching guide to my ultimate Level 1-99 Old School Ence Cape. Now, I really think this article will come by many surprises, because you may think the original best methods may actually differ from the actual best methods. As old school run-pieces took five years old, there was a lot of time for prices on
certain items to stabilize and reach certain levels. Now, to say, I'm going to include some prices in this article, and this price is valid for even if you uploaded the original video. You should always use an online calculator whenever you are training for fletching. I connected some really reliable calculators at the end of this article. Now, in this guide, I start with an
expensive and fast way, and then move down in a slower and more profitable way. Then, I'm just going to focus on a very, very profitable way that you're really going to do for profit not XP. I will also make a 1-99 fletching guide for Iron Man down the track one day. I'm going to get right the way you should use it. Expensive and fast way to start with a fast and
expensive way, that is darts. Now, you don't need any requirements except for the level of flitching, let alone flecking darts. You can create darts by clicking on dart tips and feathers, you can create 10 of those darts, and there's no limit to the number of times you can do this per game tick. Many players now prefer to use mouse keys. Now, it's really important
to keep in mind that you can use the default Windows mouse key, really – no extensions, and no OSBuddy mouse keys. Now, while training with darts for one last tip - if you click one and double-click and keep double-clicking each one, you'll always know that you get a double XP drop. In addition, it needs much less movement of the mouse. However, it may
take a little more focus. So, now on the screen, I Of course, how much money can you spend if you whip up darts, the fastest XP in the game? Right now, it's kind of expensive but very fast and it's a dragon arrow, and you lose the same amount as if you were making a misril dart. But dragon arrow can be a little faster and AFK. I also list dragon darts there,
and they are not worth it. If you can afford to do dragon darts, you should probably go spend money on things like construction, because it's not worth putting that much money into Fletching. Many players decide to go with Misril Darts because it's a little cheaper than a resolute rune dart. But, yes, that's the fastest way of all. But, right now, I have some
surprises for you guys. Slow profitable method level 1 - 35So, we will go the cheap way, and I will try to start showing how I can get from level 1 – 35. To be honest, it's not worth it at all to cut and tie a bow until you can make a wooden short, long bow. Bronze and iron darts are very fast and can be climbed to level 35. It doesn't take any time at all, and GP/XP
is actually lower for darts than cutting regular and oak logs. Level 1 to level 35 costs only about 127 000, and it literally takes about 10 minutes. Flecking a shortbow hanging from an oak longbow that hasn't been caught to level 35 costs about 100 000 - 130 000. Now you can fully understand why darts are better at the lowest fletcher level. But, if you want to
make money, but train a little slower, headries arrows will make you about 40 in 000 levels – 35, and you just need feathers and arrow shafts. Level 35 - 70 The next milestone is to get to 70 fletching for Yew Longbows. If you continue cutting willow shortbows at level 35 and then upgrade to Willow Longbow, Maple Shortbow, Maple Longbow, if you just cut
the logs with an unfinished bow, you will benefit from getting from 600 000 35-70, which makes it a really, really good AFK method and a profitable way. Now, if you unlock Maple Longbow, you can also tie the strings for faster XP and profit. Now, currently, another very, very affordable way, unlock at level 30, Steel Arrow. Going from level 35 to level 70 with a
steel arrow costs about 200 000. However, of course, always check the GP/XP calculator. XP speed is much faster with steel arrows. But, you lose some money. However, it is nothing compared to plying darts. Right now, Bolt Fletch can actually be kind of profitable at times, and really, really fast XP, because it's similar to a fletching dart. In level 39 fletching,
you often benefit from creating iron bolts by unlocking them. But, of course, the price changes, and I'm sure it can be a little stable. But, it's It's still pretty cheap. Level 55 requires 300 Slayer points to unlock the broadbolt. You actually profit from making broadbolts, and you get about 1 GP/ XP, which means you're going to make about 12 000 000 – 13 000
000 if you did this 99. At level 70 - 99Now, level 70 – 99, you have several additional options. Cutting Yew Longbows and Magic Longbow would cut 10 500 000 to make it reach 99. Or, of course, if you keep broadbolt, you'll benefit like this. So, if you want to get to 99 Fletching for a really fast, cheap or profitable way, make some wide bolts that get 300 Slayer
points. It is probably by far the most effective training method out there for its cost. Now, also, at level 92 Fletching, you unlock Dragon Javelins, that will cost just about 4 000 to 000 to 99. XP speed is ridiculous. Now unlock redwood shields in level 92, and these will need 2 redwood logs and a sword. Now, the beauty of redwood shields is that 2 redwood logs
will cost about 500 coins, then the grand exchange price is 477, but the annuity value is 768 coins, which means you fletching and then profiting from alching them. Purely profitable methods, money, moving in a wholly profitable way, jewelry tip bolts are the most profitable part of Fletching. It can be good depending on the price of the Grand Exchange. So,
whenever you're trying to find the most profitable, I recommend checking out the old school tool fletching calculator. At the time, the original video version of this article, Dragonstone 꽤 looking good at it. However, I'm warning you guys that this website may not be the exact price at which the grab price from Grand Exchange is traded. So, always make a
grand exchange as well. However, this website will give you a pretty good idea of where to start. Now, there are other pretty profitable ways, and I believe it will remain profitable –don't say my word on it – making rune crossbows from scratch. Now, this is pretty bad XP. But, in return, you do make quite a lot of money. You've created rune crossbows from
level 69 to level 99, and unlocking them will earn you 52 000 000. So, yes, I thought I should throw that one in there because that's a lot of profit to be made from the fletching. So, basically, now I've shown you some of the most expensive/fastest methods, mediocre methods and the most profitable etching methods in the game. At the end of the day, it really
gives you how you want to treat Fletching. Now, with fletching, you should always check the price on time when you train, and of course, you can directly calculate the cost and price in the game. However, the calculator is at the end of this article if you want to check out. Thank you for reading this 1-99 fletching guide. I want you to learn or enjoy what you
learned today. If you did, you'll need to leave the same, and you'll need to subscribe if you're new. As always, thanks for reading this article, great day! Online CalculatorOlschooldocugu: Mouse Keys ... Keys ...
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